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Setting Boundaries and Being the Pack Leader
Too often, people equate setting boundaries and being the pack leader with compulsion or
being tough on their dogs. I see it more often with rescue dogs and their owners. Owners
who rescue their dogs obsess about what a sad life their dog had and what must have
happened to in the past. In turn, they allow the dog to get away with anything without
any correction or minimal correction. These owners are “protecting” their dogs from the
past. The problem is that they are transmitting fear and weakness. No dog wants to
follow a weak leader; therefore, these dogs (a) begin to feel comfortable in their new
environment and (b) begin to take over the role as pack leader thereby showing
behavioral problems that did not rear their head before.
Your rescue may remember what someone did to them in the past; they usually do not
equate the same with new humans entering their life. The „fear‟ that the human believes
their dog is projecting is actually submission. Our love for our dogs should not equate to
not setting boundaries of correct and wrong behavior. When watching any Mother with
puppies, you can see the Mother acting in a calm and assertive manner. She sets the rules
in which the puppies must live by, controls the movement of the group, protects and
nurtures the group and lastly, shows affection. The Mother does not spend hours cooing
and kissing her pups, instead she watches the surroundings and the pups to be sure that
they are safe and interacting within the boundaries she has set. She is calm in her
demeanor and not running the fence and barking and growling at everything in her sight
because that behavior shows weakness.
The Pack leader is never obnoxious or loud or reactive, this behavior shows weakness. A
Pack leader stands tall, is not overly dominant and is not reactive but assesses situations.
I enjoy watching dogs interact because I can see the dynamics of dog behavior. When I
have a group of dogs playing and interacting, my male dog usually sits or stands tall in
the group and just watches. He doesn‟t play, doesn‟t growl, he allows others to approach
him and „pay homage‟ but his eyes are everywhere. The only time he relaxes is when I
enter the group, then I can see his whole body language change and he allows me to „take
charge‟. He will then go about his business and even play with the others. It is amazing
to watch the dogs approach him after I enter the yard. They know he is „off duty‟ and
play willingly rather than approach him in a submissive manner. But when a new male
enters the group, his first stop is to approach my male to see if he can take over as Pack
leader. That test is usually over before it begins and without a fight, because of my
male‟s aura and the way he carries himself, calmly but with confidence. My male knows
he doesn‟t have to prove himself by growling or fighting, and no one has tested him yet.
Dogs do not want to be pack leaders because when they do they are corrected for such.
When they growl at the neighbor or run the fence barking, they are punished. But, in

another instant they are treated like the pack leader by the constant caressing and the lack
of limitations in other areas of their life. I am not advocating harsh corrections or
„beating‟ your dog; all I am saying is that you need to set rules of behavior and step in
and correct your dog for breaking these rules. When enforcing the rules, you must make
sure that you are (a) calm in your manner of verbal correction and physical correction and
(b) that you get your point across. I received an email from someone with an aggressive
dog that did not want to use any type of physical correction for the behavior. They
wanted to use all positive reinforcement like treats. From the email I already ascertained
that this person was not portraying himself as the pack leader and has reinforced this
behavior in his dog by attempting to calm his dog down by using affection or treats, i.e.
rewarding the behavior.
Setting boundaries (and the distance you have to go to set boundaries) is different for
each dog because each dog‟s personality is different. When it comes to using training
collars, I do not profess to be an advocate of any particular collar (though I may use one
more than another). I believe that each dog is an individual. The equipment I use may be
different from one dog to another based on my assessment of that dog. Most importantly,
the correction must immediately stop the behavior. The Pack leader‟s correction is quick
and doesn‟t last long. If you must repeatedly correct your dog, you have not earned his
respect.
Setting boundaries means two things (a) making sure your dog realizes that his obedience
to a command is mandatory and (b) that he is not allowed to make decisions on his own.
You are Pack Leader and he must wait for your command to proceed in a certain way.
Make sure that you are consistent with the way you command and handle your dog.
Dogs are much happier when there are no grey areas in their life and their handling.
Make sure your dog understands that „heel‟ is „heel‟ and „down‟ is „down‟ and
misbehavior to any command is going to get the same correction and reaction from you
no matter what the situation and circumstance.
In addition to setting boundaries, it is of the utmost importance to make sure that you are
giving your dog an outlet for his boundless energy. Make sure you are meeting his needs
for exercise and play. I caution you, do not equate play time with a lack of boundaries.
Even though it is your dog‟s „time off‟ he still must follow rules of respect to other dogs
and people. This means, no jumping or biting. Playtime is not a free for all; like all of
our great American games, there are rules to be followed and your dog must abide by the
rules in order to play.
Remember: love does not equal allowing your dog to get away with misbehavior. As
Pack leader you need to set boundaries, protect the pack in an assertive way, enforce the
rules of the pack, feed, water and make sure the pack receives the physical stimulation in
the form of exercise that it needs and lastly, show affection. Our dog‟s love for us is
unconditional but their respect has to be earned.
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